**Attention!!**

Some customers do not want to drill holes in their tables to mount the WOW jig per the instructions. Also with some tables, due to size or track placement, it is inconvenient to drill mounting holes. For these applications and for anyone wanting the convenience of mounting with “C” clamps, the following procedure is recommended.

Cut a piece of thin plywood 6” wide and the width of the table at the desired mounting location. Plywood can be 1/8” or 1/4” thick. Do not use more than 1/4” thick material. Lay out a hole for the bit to pass through by placing the joint fence plate over the board and marking the hole. Drill the hole and attach the plastic fence to the board. Heavy duty Double stick tape will hold well. ½” long screws or staples with a maximum length of ½” can also be used. **MAKE SURE THE PLASTIC IS FIRMLY ATTACHED TO THE BOARD.**

Place the board/fence assembly in position and secure to the table with “c” clamps at each end. Adjust the position and use the fence per the instructions.